
FAQs: Double Builder Bonus Promotion 
Q: What is the Double Builder Bonus? 

A: All first-time qualifiers who earn the Builder Bonus at any level during the promotion period (January 1− 

February 28, 2022) will earn double!

Q: When is the promotion period? 

A: January 1–February 28, 2022

Q: What markets are included? 

A: All 4Life markets except for Russia, Eurasia, and Korea are participating in the Double Builder Bonus promotion.

Q: What will my earnings be with the Double Builder Bonus?* 

A: Level 1: $100 

 Level 2: $400  

 Level 3: $1,600

Q: Who is a first-time qualifier? 

A: Those who achieve a new Builder Bonus level for the first time during the promotion period (January and 

February 2022). 

Example: In December 2021, an Affiliate qualified at Builder Bonus (BB) level 1 for $50. In January 2022, during the 

promotion period, they qualify at BB level 2. This is their first time to qualify at BB level 2. With the Double Builder 

Bonus, the Affiliate will now earn $400, where they would normally earn $200.

Q: What if an Affiliate qualifies for a level of the Builder Bonus during the promotion period for which they have 

previously qualified? 

A: They would not be eligible for the Double Builder Bonus (because they have previously qualified at that level), but 

they would still be eligible for the standard Builder Bonus.

Q:  Who is eligible to participate? 

A: Affiliates at the rank of Builder, Builder Elite, Diamond, Diamond Elite, and Presidential are eligible for the  

Double Builder Bonus.

Q: How does the Double Builder Bonus apply to Emerging Markets? 

A: Emerging Markets will be participating in the Double Builder Bonus. See program terms and conditions.** 

*All bonus amounts referenced in this document are in USD. Bonus amounts must be adjusted based on each country’s requirements.
**All Builder Bonus program requirements must be met. All promotion rules apply. 

https://www.4life.com/corp/page/8/BuilderBonus#BuilderBonus-Resources

